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A Clash of Communication? Intervening 
in Textbook Writing and Curriculum 

Development in Bosnia and Herzegovina 
After the War of 1992–1995

Falk Pingel

Various institutions and players participate in consultations on interna-
tional textbook and curriculum revision: ministries of education, peda-
gogical-oriented as well as subject-oriented academic institutes, teacher 
associations and international organizations. Although all of them may 
agree on the common aim to contribute to the reform of education 
systems, they often differ in specific objectives and strategies of how to 
reach the common aim. They are used to act in different contexts such 
as political, educational or scientific environments, which are imprinted 
by specific traditions and attitudes of negotiating and problem-solving. 
In this respect, particularly political and scientific approaches may differ 
or even exclude each other. Whereas political bargaining is searching for 
legitimate compromise, science builds on a truth-finding process aiming 
at an intersubjective objectivity (Habermas 1984).
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This chapter deals with advantages and limits of communication and 
negotiation strategies stakeholders in textbook and curriculum revision 
chose to cope with the problem of how to follow their own agenda and 
to cooperate with partners in reaching the common goal.

These issues will be inquired taking as an example the year-long consul-
tations on textbook and curricula reform, which took place after the war 
of 1992–1995 in Bosnia and Herzegovina (henceforth BaH). Although 
one deals here with consultations between different stakeholders within a 
country—and not between different states—also features normally charac-
teristic of international revision projects are included in the Bosnian case. 
The international community played a crucial role in the whole process, 
and some of the Bosnian players acted as if they were opponents in an 
international context because they rejected the official concept according 
to which BaH represents a united society and one state.

Changing Patterns of international textbook revision

Traditionally, international textbook research and revision has been per-
formed as a school-subject-oriented analysis followed by joint recom-
mendations agreed upon by the involved partners in a project. Analysis 
and recommendations evaluated the breadth and depth as well as cor-
rectness and compliance of the issue at stake with results of academic 
research and referred mainly to content issues. Although leading docu-
ments on objectives and methods of textbook revision touched upon the 
pedagogical and psychological dimensions of textbook research from its 
very beginnings, official bi- or multilateral national commissions as well 
as academic projects often play down or almost neglect the pedagogi-
cal aspects and psychological implications of textbooks and curricula as 
instruments of teaching and learning. The scientific correctness has been 
regarded as a proof for the intended objectivity and political neutrality of 
findings and recommendations for revision (Faure 2015; Pingel 2010a).

The broad pedagogical and sociological debate about the impact of 
globalization, the emerging knowledge society and a rapidly changing 
world order since the 1980s questioned this traditional model and fos-
tered trends to pay more attention to the context and conditions which 
frame the use pupils and teachers make of curricula and teaching mate-
rial. UnESCO as one of the leading agencies for the improvement in 
educational structures worldwide underscored this trend when the 
organization developed its report “learning to be” (Faure et al. 1973), 
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which propagated the concept of lifelong learning. The report strove to 
make education experts in UnESCO’s member states aware of the need 
for learning processes that are open to changing environments. The tra-
ditional teacher-centred way of instruction should be altered into class-
room environments that support democratic communication structures 
and develop pupils’ activities and participatory learning. When referring 
to UnESCO’s long-standing engagement in education towards inter-
national understanding, the report expressly takes into account Piaget’s 
“genetic psychology” as a scientific approach to the intended new edu-
cation model (Pingel 2016). Yet, born in the time of rapprochement 
after the height of the Cold War and fostered through the breakdown of 
the bipolar world order after the dissolution of the Soviet bloc, the new 
model of an interactive consensual, democratic education process was 
severely shattered through ongoing or new conflicts springing up par-
ticularly in Africa and South Asia as well as in some of the former social-
ist countries, BaH being one of them. Experts in education policy and 
economy—often affiliated with international organizations—directed 
international attention to the devastating effects violent conflicts have 
on education. They underscored that history and civic education have 
been abused for legitimizing conflict and fostering adversary images and 
negative stereotyping of the “other” (Seitz 2004; Smith and Vaux 2002; 
Bush and Saltarelli 2000). With the adoption of the “Education for 
All Dakar Framework for Action” (UnESCO 2000) in the year 2000, 
UnESCO made “quality education” its overall concept concentrating on 
regions affected by severe undernourishment and protracted armed con-
flict. The turn to internal conflicts in the revision of curricula and teach-
ing material—instead of almost exclusively dealing with wars between 
states as in the past—and the new emphasis on learning processes pushed 
the question to the fore which role education has in strengthening or 
weakening social cohesion in conflict or post-conflict societies. It was 
UnESCO’s “International Bureau of Education” (Piaget was its direc-
tor from 1929 to 1968), which first expressly addressed the topic in a 
substantial publication in 2004 dealing with the role of education in 
conflict-ridden societies in Europe, Asia, the Middle East, latin America 
and Africa (Tawil and Harvey 2004). However, it took almost a dec-
ade before theories of learning and social psychology have been applied 
as well in a publication dealing with textbook revision (Perikleous 
and Shemilt 2011). It was not by chance that this time an nGO (the 
Association for Historical Dialogue and Research) was the publisher 
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reflecting the increasing role civil society initiatives play in developing 
educational strategies aiming at fostering the understanding for peaceful 
conflict resolution in education.

the need for symmetry: seeking balanCe 
and reCognition

With the significant involvement of nGOs, the need for establishing 
balance, symmetry and mutual recognition within revision projects has 
come to the fore. In the traditional model of politically induced and 
often also financed and approved bi- or multinational commissions, the 
political authorities set the formal ramifications of a project including the 
content areas which should be dealt with and sometimes also the quali-
fications which should be represented in the commission if the authori-
ties themselves did not appoint members. Thus, the general working 
procedures are defined by sovereign governmental institutions with equal 
standing. Scholarly analysis then guarantees the objectivity of the work-
ing process and the political neutrality of recommendations. In con-
trast, nGO-geared groups can be composed of lay persons, academics, 
politicians with quite different social statuses, qualifications and working 
experiences. As no supervising political authority exists, group members 
have to elaborate procedures and content areas themselves. Whatever 
the qualifications and political views of participants in a project are, they 
must be seen as equivalent and of equal value lending the same argumen-
tative power to all sides involved.

Social psychology theories have emphasized that symmetric relations 
between partners in problem-solving activities are a basic requirement 
for fostering cooperative attitudes and innovative thinking (Shultziner 
2010; Kelman 2009; Rouhana and Kelman 1994). Piaget has delivered 
the most profound explanation based on experiment and theoretical 
analysis as Gerard Duveen has shown referring to the children’s transi-
tion from pre-operational to operational thinking. According to Piaget, 
“symmetric relations” are needed to stimulate productive, innovative 
knowledge and to create an environment of cooperation rather than 
“constraint” (Duveen 2002), as constraints may be seen any kind of 
authoritative impediments that hinder free and open thinking. In fact, 
adults are more flexible in responding to constraints and may even chal-
lenge restrictions set by authorities, but such reactions would create a 
climate of fighting for superiority and symmetry-impeding competition. 
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A cooperative basis must be agreed upon as a starting point if issues of 
clashing collective identities are at stake and multiple perspectives and 
opposing views are represented within a project. As a rule, members of 
revision commissions are well minded, willing to cooperate and to over-
come mistrust and biased views which help to find a common basis. 
However, groups with adversarial, clearly defined self-characterizations as 
they occur in situations of protracted civil war, strong ethnic nationalism 
and unequal power relations perceive each other as in-group and out-
group and tend to reinforce their exclusive group identities in encoun-
ters with their “adversaries” (Amir 1976; Turner et al. 1987; Tajfel and 
Turner 1986). In this case, short-term dialogical encounters between 
the groups may not help to overcome stereotype and mistrust as could 
be expected according to a simple application of the contact hypothesis. 
Further research on the contact hypothesis has shown that the reduction 
in stereotypes is not only a matter of correct information and reasonable 
intellectual argumentation in joint meetings. Encounters must be accom-
panied by positive emotions leading to acknowledgement and recogni-
tion of the “other”. Situations of practical cooperation must be created 
that show that all parties involved depend on each other in order to pro-
duce a common result (Oskamp 2000; Brewer and Miller 1988).

The social and epistemological dimensions of learning inextrica-
bly underlie the controversial dialogue between the parties with the 
aim to reach a common understanding of the conflict at stake. The late 
Israeli professor of social psychology, D. Bar-On, has devoted year-long 
research and practical group work with the aim to establish symmetry 
of communication between persons and groups with different, even con-
trasting experiences and historical backgrounds. In contact with chil-
dren of holocaust survivors and nazi perpetrators, he created a dialogical 
method based on biographical storytelling, which should lay founda-
tions for a dialogue on equal footing (Bar-On 1995). He transferred his 
method to encounters between Israelis and Palestinians with the aim to 
jointly develop teaching material about the Israeli–Palestinian relation-
ship which could be used in Israeli as well as Palestinian schools (Adwan 
et al. 2012; Bar-On and Kassem 2004). Telling each other’s life stories 
has the function to distract attention from the dividing political dimen-
sion. So to speak, it individualizes and humanizes politics. It shows how 
the political dimension influences human lives. Personal experiences can-
not be refuted: they are neither right nor wrong. Their narrative struc-
ture deviates from the model of binary logic. life stories show how and 
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why group members act under the impact of heavy political constraints. 
This is an experience member of both sides share. Mutually listening to 
life stories brings about empathy and furthers trust and recognition of 
the “other”. Whereas Bar-On’s approach is influenced by psychoanalyti-
cal thinking, experimental social psychological research has also under-
scored the positive effects of empathy and described perspective taking 
exactly as what has taken place in Bar-On’s groups, namely to “increase 
the perception that a common humanity and destiny is shared with 
the other group” (Brown and Hewstone 2005:293). Biographical sto-
rytelling is just a means to make people ready for what Pettigrew has 
defined as “self-disclosure”: to open oneself to others (Pettigrew 1998). 
Biographical storytelling stands at the beginning of Bar-On’s projects, 
accompanies them at each phase and paves the way for the proper his-
torical and pedagogical work on the teaching material. Bar-On has called 
this approach TRT (= To Reflect and Trust) (Bar-On et al. 2000). The 
TRT concept is not easily applicable because it presupposes the involve-
ment of psychologically trained moderators, prolongs the group’s work 
and claims from the participants to bring in their own personality, to pre-
sent their personal experiences to persons who are regarded as enemies 
by the majority of one’s own society. Usually, its application is restricted 
to small groups, and it is mostly used by nGO-driven projects. It can 
hardly be applied in official expert commissions.

Besides Bar-On’s special approach, W. Fisher and others have formed 
a more general theory of narrative communication as a counter-model to 
binary argumentative logic (Fisher 1984). The stories’ coherence and the 
sincerity of the narration and the narrator create confidence and allow 
the listeners to relate themselves to the experiences of the “other”.

Whereas the biographical approach strives to generate empathy and 
positive feelings within a project from the very beginning and to take 
out politics as long as possible, J. Rothman (1997) has developed a con-
trasting model of dialogical identity conflict resolution containing four 
phases. It starts expressly with a confrontational “antagonism phase” 
during which participants exchange their conflicting political views. 
When participants come to the conclusion that a continuation of the 
political debate would not produce any common results, they are asked 
to rationally define their own positions and interests, to compare them 
with the ones of the adversary and so develop step by step an under-
standing of possible common goals and to work on solutions. He calls 
his model according to the four steps ARIA (= Antagonism, Resonance, 
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Invention, Action). Rothman’s model surely comes closer to normal 
working procedures of official revision commissions though they use 
it informally or implicitly rather than systematically and consciously. It 
builds more on rational argumentation and reason than on personal trust 
and empathy.

bosnia and herzegovina: from PolitiCal negotiations 
to an exPert dialogue

When textbook and curriculum revision began in BaH, neither local 
authorities nor the International Community (= IC)1 had much system-
atic knowledge at hand of how to steer such a process. It was not even 
clear whether one could regard this as an internal Bosnian process not 
considerably different from normal changes of educational conditions as 
they happen in any country from time to time, or whether the exam-
ple of international textbook and curricula commissions could serve as 
an appropriate paradigm to set the structure for the intended Bosnian 
reform. In fact, it was something in between. To understand this situ-
ation, I have to shortly recall the political conditions in BaH after the 
conclusion of the Dayton Peace Accords in 1995.

BaH has been divided into two political entities, the Serb Republic 
with its own ministry of education and the Federation of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina. The latter consists of 10 cantons with local governments in 
addition to the government of the Federation. Yet, the Federation’s min-
istry of education has only a coordinating role between the cantonal edu-
cation ministries and its room for manoeuvre is always contested. Thus, 
education foremost played a negative role in the peace regulations. In 
order to pay respect to the strive for cultural autonomy of the so-called 
constituent peoples of BaH—the Serbs, Croats and Bosniaks2—the edu-
cation system was entirely federalized. Soon after the war, broadly speak-
ing, three different streams of education were formed: a Serb oriented in 
the Serb Republic, a Croat oriented in the Croat majority cantons and 
a Bosniak stream in the Bosniak majority cantons, amongst them the 
capital Sarajewo. Whereas the Serb and Croat systems adopted content 
patterns and even textbooks from Serbia and Croatia, respectively, which 
were tainted with exclusive nationalism and denied the historical as well 
as current legitimacy of BaH as a distinct political unit, the Bosniak 
cantons developed a narrative of Bosnian unity since the Middle Ages 
which displayed a positive image of Islam and Ottoman legacy but also 
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embraced Serbs and Croats and paid respect to their respective religious 
beliefs such as Christian orthodoxy and Catholicism.

The IC has been commissioned to control the implementation of the 
peace regulations. Its most powerful organ is the “High Representative” 
(= HR) who acts on behalf of the IC and has the right to interfere in 
all matters—including withdrawal or imposition of legislation as well as 
dismissal of staff—that are not in compliance with the Dayton Accords. 
In the years following the war, the IC concentrated their support for the 
reconstruction of the education system on rehabilitation of destroyed 
schools and administration buildings. Only at the end of the 1990s, 
the IC became aware that the Bosnian educational authorities had con-
structed curricula and textbooks, which fostered ethnic hatred and feel-
ings of cultural superiority and partly neglected the status of BaH as an 
independent state. As a countermeasure, the IC initiated a process of 
curriculum and textbook reform. In the following, I can only shortly 
refer to the complex political ramifications of this process, which has 
already been described in detail (Torsti 2011; Karge and Batarilo 2009; 
Pingel 2009). Instead, I concentrate on group relations within the com-
missions and working groups which tried to find a consensus on how to 
construct educational material acceptable to the constituent peoples of 
BaH in spite of their different cultural, religious and political concepts.

The Bosnian case has a special position within the plethora of con-
textual constraints that shape textbook consultations of various kinds as 
developed by Bentrovato (this volume). One may even doubt whether 
it can be subsumed under the notion of “conciliatory” textbook work. 
Particularly in its initial state, it can rather be compared with forced 
international interventions such as the occupying powers executed in 
Germany when they withdrew nazi textbooks and curricula and exerted 
strong control over the developments of new ones after the end of the 
Second World War.

Although the two entity ministers and the Croat deputy education 
minister of the Federation signed a joint agreement on textbook revision, 
the process would have never got into motion if the IC would not have 
insisted on its implementation. Furthermore, the first step was interven-
tionist, purely negative and without an alternative for the Bosnian stake-
holders. UnESCO officials partly protected by soldiers visited schools, 
checked textbooks and screened passages which were regarded “inap-
propriate” to fostering the living together of the three constituent peo-
ples. Thus, the revision process was shaped by top-down power relations 
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at its very beginning. nevertheless, IC and ministries followed a double 
strategy. The process itself was conducted by local experts with the only 
small representation of the IC. IC, local authorities and stakeholders in 
education worked together in commissions and project groups, but when 
agreement could not be reached or results not be implemented, the IC 
has always the power—and the HR has used it—to impose needed meas-
ures. Therefore, it was not easy to install a feeling of consensual process-
ing at working levels in such an unequal power structure although this is 
essential if education reform should be accepted by local stakeholders, in 
particular teachers, pupils and parents. To comply with the IC’s proposals 
could always be interpreted as compromising with the stronger partner.

Textbook commissions were set up for the subjects of language and 
literature, history, geography, the environment and society as well as 
religion. When the consultation process started, participants mostly fol-
lowed a political agenda and saw themselves as representatives of the 
local ministries which had nominated them. Against the intentions at 
least of the IC, the starting phase can be characterized as mostly antag-
onistic in a double meaning. The majority of the Bosnian members 
showed sceptical or even dismissive attitudes towards the IC. The IC 
propagated a multicultural approach which was—and often still is—not 
well understood by most of the Bosnian members—scholars from ped-
agogical universities and senior teachers mostly—who were not famil-
iar with this concept and regarded it a threat to their cultural identities. 
They were not well informed by their ministries about procedures and 
aims of the commissions and entered them mostly with the feeling that 
the IC is about to threaten their independence in shaping their own 
curricula and teaching material. However, the division between IC and 
Bosnians did not contribute to strengthen inner-Bosnian cohesion, 
because the Bosnians were united in their negative attitudes towards the 
IC only in order to maintain their ethnically separated education sys-
tems. Thus, the commission was characterized by an international–local 
(or Bosnian) antagonism as well as the inner-Bosnian division between 
the representatives of the three constituent peoples. In the first phase, 
the main dividing line ran between locals and internationals because the 
Bosnians were united in their efforts to torpedo the IC’s intentions. Yet, 
they had at least to agree to those revision measures which were condi-
tioned by the observation of the Dayton Accords and therefore could 
not be rejected. Consequently, only a minimal understanding could be 
achieved meaning to take out obvious negative, discriminating and 
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disparaging representations without being able to replace rejected state-
ments through positive formulations. Under these conditions, creative 
and productive cooperation could not be developed and group rela-
tions did not change considerably. This meagre result complies with 
Hoffman’s critique of Rothman’s method that it would not foster but 
rather “stifle creativity” because common, but minimal goals are defined 
at an early stage after the articulation of dissent and opposing views so 
that no procedure of recognition is being installed (Hoffman 2004).

It took about 2–3 years of work to de-politicize to a certain extent 
the commissions and arouse a kind of common expert understanding. 
The continuation of commission work over several years without great 
changes in the membership contributed to creating an in-group feel-
ing as textbook and curricula experts in school disciplines. This made 
members more independent from the ministries and reduced attitudes 
to defend their assumed ethnic particularity. One could say that the sec-
ond phase according to Rothman’s model had been reached. Participants 
started to recognize characteristics of themselves in the “others” without 
feeling obliged to identify with them. The distinction between in- and 
out-group became less important and did no longer shape the dialogue. 
The longer the process lasted, the less the role of the IC was contested, 
since the institutional framework had been set, the goals of revision in 
principle accepted, organizational support and expertise provided by the 
OSCE (Organization for Security and Co-Operation in Europe) and 
experts from outside even welcomed. In the longer run, the expert status 
took the role of a superordinate category that embraced almost all com-
mission members and lowered the impact of political-ethnic sub-catego-
ries. Mytko (2013) refers to the same effect and quotes Warden (2011) 
who made the same observation in a project conducted in Moldova, a 
country which is linguistically and culturally divided in a similar way as 
BaH. Warden corroborates that many of the history professionals were 
driven “by a desire to promote pedagogical change, affirm their iden-
tity as professionals, and belong to a professional community” (Warden 
2011:242). Warden “found that professional identity was important” 
(Mytko 2013:29).

In addition and in parallel to the commissions, the IC organized train-
ing seminars for teachers, curriculum experts and textbook authors to 
make them familiar with new concepts and help implement the commis-
sions’ results. At the beginning, seminar members were handpicked by the 
ministries; later on, they were accepted on the basis of applications showing 
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their expertise in the field. This selection process broadened the recruiting 
basis and again underscored the significance of expert knowledge.

Only at a third stage positive results could be achieved. IC and local 
authorities agreed on a new format of the commissions’ procedures 
and goals. Instead of criticizing and screening already published books 
and approved curricula, commissions were instructed to develop gen-
eral guidelines for the writing of—future—textbooks and curricula that 
should acknowledge the country’s multi-ethnic composition without 
stimulating feelings of superiority or inferiority. This task stimulated a 
sense of cooperation, forward-looking invention and ownership. The 
debate was creative and dedicated to the cause at stake. A personalization 
of contact and individuation of members of the “other group” could be 
particularly observed in the disciplinary subgroups. One could say that 
in the end a process of decategorization of their relationship took place 
(Brewer and Miller 1988).

The guidelines published in the official gazette of BaH in January 
2007 had a notable impact on textbook authors who have become more 
sensitive to contentious issues such as the representation of the constit-
uent peoples or the break-up of Yugoslavia. Particularly, authors have 
included more tasks, questions, sources and illustrations than in older 
books in order to develop pupils’ critical thinking and interpretative abil-
ities (Karge 2008).

The cooperative approach was intensified through a special com-
mission given the task to develop a “common core curriculum”, i.e. to 
define all contents and methodologies the existing curricula of the can-
tons and entities have in common. This aim reminded members of this 
commission on commonalities of Yugoslav times which were positively 
connoted. This triggered a controversial discussion amongst the Bosnian 
members: Should the commission only define commonalties of the exist-
ing curricula or also determine what should be in common in future 
and so go beyond the curricula currently in force? Although some par-
ticipants fervently argued that the commission should be creative and 
innovative and would have a mandate to put forward future curriculum 
changes to the ministries in order to enlarge commonalties, the majority 
rejected this proposal. nevertheless, the common core curriculum that 
was approved in 2003 documented common features of BaH’s diverse 
curricula landscape for the first time after the war. It enhanced the work-
ing capacities and self-respect on the Bosnian side and eased the new 
constructive approach to textbook revision leading to the Guidelines.
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The more a working group or commission brought political objectives 
and opinions to the fore in consultations, the more members were driven 
in their statements by social identity patterns in contrast to their personal, 
individual identity (Sedikides and Brewer 2001). language plays a key 
role in defining one’s social, ethnic or religious identity in BaH. When 
the political unity broke apart in the war, also the common South Slavic 
language was no longer accepted as one language with different variants 
according to ethnicity. Instead, the Slovenian, Croat, Serb and Bosniak 
variants are now defined as separate languages. Consequently, the com-
mon core sub-commission on the three languages of BaH had severe 
problems to accept that all the three languages are taken into account in 
the curriculum and are represented in literature classes. Communication 
accommodation theory shows that speech acts transmit not only an argu-
ment but also a social message about the group to which the speaker 
wishes to belong (Giles and Coupland 1991). Different languages are 
strong signifiers of different group affiliations and are used in BaH to 
mark group distinctiveness. As linguistic experts, the sub-commission 
members’ expertise lay exactly in keeping up this distinctiveness so that 
political and professional dimensions became more or less inseparable. It 
was a problem of social communication for the experts to admit that the 
Bosnian languages are mutually understandable and to acknowledge the 
“other’s” languages as teaching content vis-à-vis their own group mem-
bers. Therefore, seeing themselves as disciplinary experts did not help to 
bridge the social and political gaps within this sub-commission as in the 
other disciplinary sub-commissions. They could agree on a common core 
only at the very end of the consultations although more forced by time 
pressure than activated by their own conviction. Astonishingly, having 
reached a positive result in the end this had also a positive effect on group 
relations within the sub-commission. Members openly showed their pride 
in the successful finalization of their work, congratulated each other. 
Finally, the outcome created feelings of empathy and individualization.

According to an opinion poll, a clear majority of teachers was in 
favour of the common core curriculum. Also, the common core curricu-
lum was remembered more often than other, more profound innovations 
such as the framework law on education or the textbook commissions 
(Karge and Batarilo 2009). However, after the common core curriculum 
had been secured by the first country-wide framework law on secondary 
and primary education in 2003, instead of building on this moderate, 
positive result, the IC soon lost interest in it, did not insist on developing 
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it further as originally planned but changed its educational agenda in 
order to implement latest European standards which were no longer 
content oriented—like all the existing curricula in BaH—but compe-
tency based. The common core curriculum became less important. The 
new pedagogical concept was unknown to most teachers and textbook 
authors. It needed intensive training which could only be offered by the 
IC and takes a long time to reach a critical mass of teachers (Pantić et al. 
2011). From the point of modernization, the altered agenda could be 
justified but it failed to foster ownership, engagement and understanding 
of the reform on the Bosnian side.

not only in this case, are local interests sacrificed to a superficial mod-
ernization favoured by the IC. The experience of joint actions such as in 
the core curriculum commission could be much more important for the 
acceptance of reform and cooperation between the ethnic groups than 
the implementation of up-to-date internationally acknowledged peda-
gogy. However, such considerations did not reach the minds of the IC.

Yet, not only inconsistencies of the IC’s policy hindered educational 
reform to advance. The implementation and formal acknowledgement 
of the commissions’ results needed local by-laws. not all of the local 
ministries were willing to adopt appropriate cantonal laws so that these 
were, in the end, partly imposed by the HR. The cooperative consen-
sus reached at working level could not always also be installed at govern-
mental level. Here, the argumentation remained political so that every 
side defended its own concept and compromised only if power relations 
forced them to do so. At governmental level, reform work remained a 
power play and did not turn into an expert dialogue. The common goal 
was only used as a means to pursue the aims of one’s own group.

Two different and often incomprehensible communication strate-
gies meet in multinational and multicultural textbook and curriculum 
revision because the expert-oriented scientific debate is almost inevita-
bly accompanied by a political meta-discourse. As conceived in its ideal 
form by the German philosopher Jürgen Habermas (1984), the scien-
tific dialogue corresponds to the paradigm of an exchange of rational 
arguments in order to reach a common understanding free from any 
kind of external interests. Objectivity is secured through intersubjective 
rationality. According to the German sociologist niklas luhman (2005), 
political argumentation represents a counter-paradigm to truth-oriented 
scientific communication. It aims at legitimation of decision-making 
and action. If textbook revision goes beyond pure analytical work based 
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on scientific methodology and intends to revise education material, the 
political dimension comes in. Therefore, both streams of communication 
often interact in textbook and curriculum revision projects. Revision pro-
jects apply different strategies to cope with this problem. Often, political 
issues are treated by the chairs before presented to the whole group. The 
PRIME group of Israeli and Palestinian teachers sometimes split up in 
their respective “national” groups in order to deal separately with polit-
ical issues that stand in the way of reaching a common understanding 
(Pingel 2010b). In the Bosnian case, a clear-cut distinction between both 
streams could only seldom be reached so that the analytical work was 
often interrupted by statements which were meant to defend the ethni-
cally tainted education policy of one’s own group.

external intervention versus internal emPowerment

The IC propagated multiculturalism as the lead concept for reforming 
education in BaH (A Message 2002). The multicultural concept has for 
most of the IC a persuasive power. Particularly, the Europeans conceive 
the Ottoman and also to a certain extent the Hapsburg Empire—which 
occupied Bosnia in 1878 and annexed in 1908—as a multicultural entity 
suiting the ethnic and religious mix-up of BaH. Thus, they think that 
they would just take up this old multicultural tradition—also applied by 
Socialist Yugoslavia—when introducing their modern concept of mul-
ticulturalism. However, they underestimate the long tradition of eth-
nic and religious compartmentalization during Ottoman and partly also 
Hapsburg times which was only superficially covered by Tito’s “brother-
hood and unity” but never forgotten or totally abolished. On the con-
trary, ethnic nationalism taken over from the European powers in the 
course of the nineteenth century translated the cultural characteristics 
such as language, religion and behavioural patterns connected with them 
into a concept of political sovereignty which was alien to the form of 
living together under foreign domination that represented the Bosnian 
experience since the late Middle Ages up to the end of the First World 
War (Sundhausen 2003). “Multiculturalism” meets neither Bosnia’s 
remote past, nor the Yugoslav experience; it has no equivalence in the 
local languages and could hardly be understood as an indigenous term 
that should provide the Bosnians with “ownership”; rather, it was easy 
to be denounced by local politicians as a foreign concept imposed on the 
region to establish an egalitarian culture and society.
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The problematic reputation the Bosnian District of Brcko has with 
most politicians and educationalists in BaH proves how difficult it is 
to break the barriers of ethnic-cultural separatism. Brcko forms a sep-
arate political unit under the surveillance of the HR. Brcko was not 
integrated into the Serb-dominated Republic because of its mixed popu-
lation. Brcko schools use a blend of Croat, Bosniak and Serb curricula, 
and teachers work with textbooks from all political units. All the three 
South-Slav languages are used in the classroom. Although the local 
authorities, parents and pupils accept the Brcko education system, it 
is not regarded as a future model and viable alternative to ethnic sepa-
ration outside of the district. Rather, it falls here under the dictum as 
being implemented by the IC in spite of the support it enjoys with the 
local population. Representatives of the education ministries were not 
even willing to take part in excursions to Brcko in order to study how 
the system works. They showed no interest in implemented multicultur-
alism in their country.

As the commissions’ and ministers’ meetings alternatively took place 
in Sarajewo, the Croat part of Mostar and Banja luka, the capital of 
the Serb Republic, representatives of the IC proposed several times to 
jointly visit cultural highlights of these places in order to acknowledge 
cultural achievements of the three constituent peoples. This was also 
rejected. Also out of school activities with pupils from different ethnici-
ties occurred only rarely. Some international organizations conducted 
seminars of this kind, but for most of the participants, these were unique 
and short-time encounters that hardly have a sustainable effect. When 
pupils come back to their normal, ethnically shaped environment, they 
fall back to their previous positions, even if they changed opinions about 
the “other” during the seminar (Pettigrew 1985).

local and international nGOs, foundations and international organi-
zations such as UnESCO, United nations Development Programme, 
Council of Europe conducted a great number of projects dealing with 
the broad area of peace education in parallel to but often not coordi-
nated with the official textbook revision activities. However, it is diffi-
cult to measure their influence on educational practice because most of 
them were not systematically evaluated. Many projects act on a short-
term basis and follow different agendas. For teachers, it is often not 
transparent which project to follow. long-term perspectives and clear 
agendas are, however, conducive to the success of reform (Stedman and 
Rothchild 1996; Downton and Wehr 1997).
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Although this chapter mainly deals with history education, it is worth-
while to also look at civic education in order to better evaluate strate-
gies of the IC vis-à-vis local interests. The citizenship education projects 
run by the international organization Civitas have produced a well-
documented impact on curriculum change and teaching methods. This 
organization tries to reach local educational authorities’ agreement for 
conducting projects. It has been able to integrate teaching material and 
curricular guidelines into official curricula (Batarilo 2008) and could dis-
seminate its approach to a considerably wider range of pupils than many 
other organizations. The programs include social community work, the 
improvement in school facilities and training of students on how to effi-
ciently participate in school councils. Civitas reaches a great number of 
students in all political units of the country—the report of 2015 men-
tions 35,000 addressees every year for the program “Project Citizen” 
(news from the Center for Civic Education 2015). From time to time, 
projects are evaluated (Summary of Research 2000). nevertheless, the 
Executive Director of Civitas BaH reported about problems to estab-
lish positive working relations with the educational authorities contend-
ing in an evaluation seminar that official “institutions are often unable 
or unwilling to engage citizen participation in local processes, and citi-
zens, in turn, are hesitant to trust and engage in those very institutions” 
(Frouzesh 2005; see also Soule, n.y.). Moreover, Civitas is one of the few 
organizations which work on the same program and follow a coherent 
agenda over a long-time span. Providing continuity, coherence, involve-
ment of authorities and students’ participation in practical school and 
communal activities, Civitas has probably found the most effective way 
to train students and teachers and brought about a curricular change 
towards democracy and civic education replacing the Yugoslav pre-mili-
tary education. Civitas had to approach all the cantonal and entity min-
isters. One can say that Civitas was successful in establishing a common 
core for the diverse civic curricula in BaH.

Most of the nGOs and international organizations are not able to 
apply such a concerted bundle of coordinated processing capacity, con-
tent-oriented curricular elaboration and social engagement of students 
and teachers. The Greek nGO Center for Democracy and Reconciliation 
in South-Eastern Europe, for example, still has problems to disseminate 
its Joint History Project teaching material in BaH because of unwilling 
local authorities and teachers sceptical to innovations coming from out-
side of the country and not yet approved by the education ministries. 
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In contrast to Civitas which established working relations to local edu-
cational authorities from the very beginning of their project, the Center 
first elaborated the material in cooperation with a group of scholars and 
teachers and then tried to get the authorities’ support for teaching it. Its 
teaching material is mostly used by those—now more than 1000—teach-
ers from Balkan countries, Turkey and Cyprus who have participated in 
special training seminars (Fajfer 2013). Even if most of them show posi-
tive reactions, ripple effects are often still missing.

Surveys and evaluation studies show that the majority of teachers do 
not simply reject innovative steps towards peace education and inter-
cultural understanding, but they feel dependent on support from their 
authorities, parent organizations and school boards (Magill 2010). 
According to a survey conducted in the year 2008, teachers are satisfied 
with the formal modernization of textbooks (Karge and Batarilo 2009). 
They enjoy clear multi-coloured design with images, photographs and 
shorter texts. However, they have problems to teach content areas that 
do not fit into the up to now official line of emphasis on ethnic differ-
ence. Teachers feel uneasy to refer to commonalties of the three constitu-
ent peoples in history or to teach new issues such as the recent war of 
1992–1995 and the break-up of Yugoslavia. nevertheless, the majority 
spoke out for dealing with these topics in textbooks. Teachers and sec-
ondary school students (addressed in a smaller pilot study of the same 
project conducted by Karge and Batarilo 2009) wished to get more 
information about the consequences of the war for the current situation 
in BaH. This is quite a rational result, in contrast to the often heated 
emotional public debates. The questionnaires were answered, and the 
interviews conducted during an in-service seminar on textbook reform. 
It may well be that teachers showed more openness to innovation in 
an environment where they feel being free from the context of normal 
school life.

flexible international strategies of Change versus the 
PerseveranCe of disCiPlinary loCal knowledge

As we have seen, cooperative attitudes in textbooks revision are mainly 
based on the acknowledgement of participants’ expertise (mostly in the 
case of official, politically induced commissions) and/or on recognition 
of personality and sincerity. With which qualifications do members of the 
IC contribute to this process? Their professional background influences 
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their reputation in commissions and negotiation strategies. Only the 
heads of the educational departments of UnESCO and OSCE—the IC 
lead organizations for education in the time period dealt with here—
were professional educationalists or textbook specialists, respectively, 
for a relatively short period. Most of the staff involved in the commis-
sions had received higher education although with quite different subject 
backgrounds. They were often specialized in social work or international 
relations. Many of them have worked for international organizations for 
a number of years but normally under short-time contracts, on different 
places with different organizations in various fields of intervention. Their 
greatest professional advantage is the acquisition of a flexible knowledge 
about intervention strategies in underdeveloped and conflict-ridden 
regions. They have acquired this knowledge mostly on the job. It builds 
on experience with little theoretical reflection. Their knowledge is not 
country specific and needs to be moulded according to the specific local 
needs. For example, before the OSCE took over the mandate for educa-
tion, it had worked in the field of human rights issues, security policy 
and had helped to prepare and oversee elections. OSCE took over educa-
tion without considerably enlarging its staff which was mostly transferred 
from the election section to the newly founded education department. 
To what an extent staff members get familiar with local characteristics 
of the issues at stake depends very much on their own initiative. Most of 
them have not received systematic training. The objectives of interven-
tion are set by the agenda of the organization which they are part of. As 
a number of international organizations are represented in the IC, their 
strategies, objectives and financial means must be coordinated to speak 
with one voice to their local counterparts. Yet, the obligation to follow 
the organizations’ specific agendas often counts more than the responsi-
bility for working on a common goal.

The IC staff, therefore, brings in different strategies of intervention 
which already have been used in different regions and proved as gener-
ally applicable but not yet tested at the concrete site of operation. The 
internationally acquired knowledge meets with local, long-time profes-
sional practice in the commissions. Both could complement each other. 
However, given the power imbalance this unequal encounter tends to 
create mistrust and scepticism against the “other’s” wisdom. The inter-
nationals suspect the locals to stick to their outdated and no longer 
applicable past experience, whereas the locals fear to be overwhelmed by 
content and methodology that does not fit into their context which the 
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internationals do not know sufficiently. The power imbalance is supple-
mented by an asymmetry of knowledge which the locals often translate 
into an inferiority–superiority relationship. This supports mistrust and 
scepticism rather than developing mutual trust and cooperative attitudes. 
Yet, there are ways to mitigate these ruptures. The majority of the OSCE 
staff is made up by locals. Whereas the internationals hold mainly lead-
ing positions, most of the locals work in the many OSCE field offices 
(these were 14 during the height of the reform in the first decade of the 
twenty-first century) and are in almost daily contact with local practition-
ers and stakeholders. Over the years, they have acquired specific local 
knowledge and established positive working relations. Their reporting 
back to the main office and their possible intervention in the commis-
sions’ deliberations can serve as a buffer and transmitter between the 
local–international imbalances.

on the way to a “narrative transformation”?
After approximately a decade of intense reform activities in primary 
and secondary education, the IC reshuffled its capacities. Different fac-
tors were to be taken into account. Firstly, the focus of international 
aid moved from the Balkans in general and BaH in particular to other 
regions of still open or new conflicts such as the Middle East, Africa and, 
later on, to Eastern Europe. The Balkans was, by and large, pacified. The 
OSCE education department has been downsized and now concentrates 
its efforts on capacity building. It no longer directly interferes in cur-
riculum or textbooks matters. The reform agenda of the first decade of 
the twenty-first century has helped to install the necessary legislation 
in all sectors of education. It removed offensive material from schools, 
curricula and teaching devices. It has laid foundations for the develop-
ment of multi-perspectival teaching material and modernized curricular 
structures. Despite these notable achievements, it did not fundamen-
tally change the divided education system according to ethnicity, culture, 
language and religion. Most of the cooperative structures developed 
by the IC through commissions, working groups, ministers meetings 
did not survive the reform phase. nevertheless, the many projects con-
ducted by the IC and international as well as local nGOs have intro-
duced open learning methods to a wide range of teachers and curriculum 
experts, strengthened parents’ and pupils’ participation in democratic 
school management and created innovative teaching material. However, 
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although such activities continue, they still reach only a minority and 
have not yet changed the official mainstream narratives and textbook 
representations. The hiatus continues to exist between the ongoing offi-
cial policy of separation and emphasis on ethnic difference on the one 
hand and engaged nGOs and innovative experts on the other hand. As 
long as the electorate in the Serb Republic and the Croat majority can-
tons favours parties that stand for ethnic separatism, a real breakthrough 
towards the recognition of a mixed society without intellectual, cul-
tural and religious borderlines is hardly to be expected. One may con-
cede that the reform work has created a “transformative potential” as it 
is called by Bentrovato (this volume), but this potential has only partly 
been activated up to now. One may doubt whether the innovative local 
forces have become strong enough to fully awake this potential in future 
or whether the traditional political institutions will exert their power to 
denounce it and to keep it small.

notes

1.  The International Community comprises the representatives of member 
states of the Peace Implementation Council and international organizations 
actively rebuilding BaH.

2.  “Bosnian” refers to the whole of BaH or all its citizens; “Bosniak” is the 
self-designation of BaH’s Muslim population who so create their own eth-
nic identity vis-à-vis the “Croats” and “Serbs”.
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